
Stoichiometry Step-by-Step: 
 

What is always the first step of a Stoichiometry problem? 
Write what is ____________ to you in the problem. 
We always write the _________ first and then fill in the ________________. 
 

FIND THE UNITS 
How do you know what units to write on the bottom of a ratio? 
You look at the units on the __________ of the __________________ ratio. 
 
How do you know what units to write on the top of a 
ratio? 
You look at the purple _______________________ to find which path 
you need to take. 
 
-The units you put on the top of the FIRST ratio are the units 
you want to end up with after the FIRST step. 
 
-The units you put on the top of the SECOND ratio are the 
units you want to end up with after the SECOND step. 
 
-The units you put on top of the LAST ratio are the units you end up with. These should be the 
units the problem is asking you to find.  
 
FIND THE NUMBERS 
How do you know what numbers to fill in? 
 
Option 1: If the ratio has moles on top AND moles on bottom → use the coefficients from the balanced 
chemical equation 
 
Ex.   ________ mol NaCl            Mg + 2NaCl → MgCl2 + 2Na      would be   ____2____ mol NaCl 
                         mol Mg  1          mol Mg 
 
Option 2: If the ratio has moles (on top or bottom) and grams (on the other side) → use molar mass 
To calculate the molar mass of a compound, add up the molar masses of each of its parts, by looking at 
the periodic table. Always put 1 mole for this option. 
 
Ex. _________ g NaCl        Na molar mass = 22.99g/mol     Cl molar mass = 35.45 g/mol __58.44__ g NaCl    

        mol NaCl        NaCl molar mass = 22.99 + 35.45 = 58.44 g/mol         1       mol NaCl 
 
What do I do once I have the numbers plugged in? 
Multiply the tops and divide by the bottoms. 
 
3    x   5     x     1     =    3 x 5 x 1 ÷ 2 ÷ 4 ÷ 2 = 0.9375 
2         4           2 

*** When converting from one substance (on bottom) to a DIFFERENT substance (on top), *** 



you CAN ONLY convert from  MOLES (on bottom) TO MOLES  (on top).  


